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Nightingale winner takes healing
to deeper level

Jessie Israel, R.N., C.C.M.,
Appointed to New Position

Darryl Evertsen, RN, BSN, a
cardiac intensive care nurse at
University of Colorado Hospital,
was awarded a 2010 Nightingale
Award for Excellence in Human
Caring earlier this year for
his exceptional contributions
to nursing.

by Joelle Moran
Staff Writer

Excellence in Human Caring
earlier this year.
Evertsen, a cardiac ICU
and outpatient recovery room
nurse at University of Colorado
Hospital, was one of six

recipients
of
the
2010
Nightingale Award from the
Colorado Nurses Foundation
for his contributions to the
nursing profession.
The Nightingale Award
was founded in 1985 to
honor
nurses
who
best
exemplify the
philosophy and
practice
of
F l o r e n c e
Nightingale, a
19th
century
nursing pioneer
who epitomized
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For
Darryl
Evertsen,
nursing truly is a calling.
It fulfills his desire to
change people’s lives in a
deeper way, beyond just
physical healing.
“To be in a position to
affect someone to change
them on a permanent level-to actually cause an internal
mental or spiritual shift in
them that will last forever-to me is very powerful,” he
said. “I don’t know what else
you can do that is more
meaningful and important
than that.”
Evertsen’s colleagues noted
his innate ability to sense what
a patient needs--physically,
emotionally and spiritually-when they nominated him
for a Nightingale Award for

Colorado Hospital Association
Hires New Director of
Regulatory Policy

See AWARD Page 3

The Colorado Hospital Association (CHA) welcomes
Jessie Israel as its new director of regulatory policy.
Steven Summer, CHA president and CEO said, “Jessie
brings a unique blend of clinical care and policy
analysis expertise to the Association. Her background
and commitment to understanding the issues of critical
importance to our members
make her an exceptional fit.”
Israel will work closely
with regulatory agencies,
provide policy analysis and
member advocacy. “I am very
excited about joining CHA,”
Israel said. “I look forward to serving the membership
by incorporating my broad experience with the inner
workings of hospital operations, policy development and
implementation.”
Israel has worked directly with patients, policymakers
and lobbyists. Most recently she was lead case manager
for Select Specialty Hospital where she had budgetary
responsibilities and helped improve patient satisfaction
scores. Israel has worked in hospital settings for eight
years. Her clinical background includes step-down ICU,
medical/surgical and acute rehabilitation patient care with
various Denver-metro hospitals and health systems.
Currently, Israel is working in a Governor-appointed
position with Colorado Senior Lobby to provide policy
analysis and research on senior-health-related bills at both
the state and federal levels. Israel is also a board member
for the Case Management Society of America. In addition
to working and volunteering, Israel is a Master’s degree
candidate.
The Colorado Hospital Association represents 94 hospitals
and health systems throughout Colorado. CHA helps
caregivers and health professionals in Colorado hospitals
do what they do best — meet the healthcare needs of
their communities. By working together, member hospitals
and health systems create changes to better serve their
communities. Colorado hospitals are committed to providing
access to safe, high quality and affordable healthcare. In
addition, Colorado hospitals create a tremendous impact
on the state’s economic stability, contributing to nearly
every community across the state with nearly 70,000
full-time and part-time jobs. For more information, visit
www.cha.com.
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AirLife Denver named Air NCMC Spirit of Women to screen
Medical Program of the Year movie on women’s sexual health
by Joelle Moran
Staff Writer

Whether saving a child’s life
by caring for and transporting
them from a car accident, helping
save a young girl’s amputated
hand or flying a rural high-risk
OB patient to a city hospital,
AirLife’s flight nurses are always
making an impact on patients’
lives.
For its exceptional service,
AirLife Denver was named the
2010-2011 Air Medical Program of
the Year by the Association of Air
Medical Services (AAMS), beating
out hundreds of other medical flight
programs in the country.
AirLife Denver is the Emergency
Medical and Critical Care Transport
Service of the HealthONE system of
hospitals, clinics and healthcare plazas,
providing air and ground critical care
transport for both adult and pediatric
medical and trauma patients. The
primary medical crews include two
flight nurses each with a minimum
of five years experience in critical
care and emergency nursing. AirLife
also provides High Risk Obstetrical
Transport, High Risk Neonatal
Transport, Intra-aortic Balloon Pump
Transport, and the nation’s first Stroke
Certified Air Transport Team.
“We are grateful and proud to
receive such a tremendous honor for
HealthONE and AirLife Denver,” Jeff
Dorsey, HealthONE President and
CEO, said in a press release. “The
highly-experienced and dedicated work
of AirLife Denver pilots, crew and
administration is what makes this a
world-class program. It is the quality
patient care and rapid transport for the
communities we serve that translates
to positive patient outcomes.”
The AAMS presented nine awards
to individuals and organizations that
demonstrate the best of the medical
transport community. This year’s
recipients were honored at a special
awards dinner during the
Air Medical Transport Conference
( Oct. 11-13, 2010, in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
The Air Medical Program of
the Year Award was awarded to
AirLife Denver “for a superior level
of patient care, management prowess,

quality leadership through visionary
and innovative approaches, customer
services,
safety
consciousness,
marketing ingenuity, community
services, and commitment to the
national or international medical
transport community,” according to
the AAMS website.
AirLife Denver nurses, staff and
pilots have served 50,000 patients and
their families over 27 years across the
eight-state Rocky Mountain Region.
The program continues to make
investments in safety with night vision
goggles, terrain awareness warning
systems, an improved patient loading
system; painting the helicopters &
ambulances in sonic green and blue
for better visibility in the air and on
the ground, as well as AirLife’s highly
specialized critical care and emergency
nursing teams.
“I have personally never worked
with an organization in my EMS
career that emphasized safety as much
as AirLife- Denver,” David Patterson,
Division General Manager of Rural/
Metro Ambulance-Colorado, said in a
press release.
The air medical program has
bases at Swedish Medical Center;
Presbyterian/St. Luke’s Medical
Center, Sky Ridge Medical Center,
The Medical Center of Aurora North
campus and the Frederick-Firestone
fire station and services all hospitals
throughout an eight-state region with
its helicopters, critical care ambulances,
Lear jets and flight crews.

CHECK OUT
COLORADO’S BEST
NURSING JOBS AT
WWW.DENVERNURSINGSTAR.COM

(CLICK JOBS)

North Colorado Medical Center’s Spirit of Women will present two
viewings of Discovery Channel’s Understanding Female Sexual Desire: The
Brain-Body Connection.
Screenings will be offered at NCMC Auditoriums A and B, 1801 16th
St., at 7 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 21 and Monday, Oct. 25.
After viewing the film, healthcare providers will be available to discuss
the film and answer questions. Movie snacks, beverages and a kit of helpful
reference materials will be provided for each attendee. The event is free, and
seating is limited. Reservations are encouraged and can be made by calling
(970) 392-2222.
Experts believe that chemicals in the brain may play a role in sexual
response, impacting a woman’s sexual desire. Women and men believe that
desire is important for a healthy sex life, and that a decline in a woman’s
desire would be distressing to the woman. Yet, few people realize that a
lack of sexual desire accompanied by distress might be something more than
stress from a demanding career or family commitments. It may be a medical
condition known as Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder, or HSDD. This
film provides insight about the brain’s role in sexual desire and profiles
women with HSDD.
If you would like more information about upcoming events, visit
www.bannerhealth.com/NCMCspirit.

Pathways Hospice Receives Grant
for General Operating Support
Pathways Hospice was honored to
be selected as the recipient of a $20,000
Daniels Fund grant to support its
mission of providing compassionate,
excellent, comprehensive care for those
who have an advanced medical
condition and those who are grieving.
“The grant will help enable our agency
to continue to provide quality hospice
care to residents of Larimer and
western Weld counties, regardless of
their financial circumstance,” said Evan
Hyatt, CEO of Pathways Hospice.
Bill Daniels, a pioneer in cable
television known for his kindness
and generosity to those in need,

established the Daniels Fund to
provide grants and scholarships in
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming. For more information,
please visit www.danielsfund.org. For
more information about Pathways
Hospice, call 970.663.3500 or visit
www.pathways-care.org.
Pathways Hospice, a non-profit
organization serving Larimer and
Western Weld counties, provides
expert medical and comfort care for
individuals navigating the last months
of life and support for families,
caregivers and those mourning the loss
of a loved one.
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the art of helping people toward their
optimal health.
In his nursing practice, Evertsen
creates an environment where he can
be completely open and present for
a patient, setting the foundation for
healing to begin.
Coming to work at his best
with a clear mind allows him to
be vulnerable and open himself
up to patients, taking in as much
information as possible, he said. That
doesn’t just mean listening to verbal
communication; it also means taking
in a patient’s body language and
posture.
“Most of our language is through
physical expression. When we get
stuck in hearing verbal expression, we
are missing a lot of the conversation,”
he said.
This very personalized approach
to care allows Evertsen to open a
whole new level of care.
“Once I have that information, it’s
hard for me to ignore it and do the
things I have to do. I feel compelled
to do the maximum of what I can,”
he said. “You have to delve into what
you think the situation might be-whatever you’re sensing.”
So Evertsen will tries to put
himself in his patient’s position,
looking at the situation from their
viewpoint. People don’t have the same
emotions or life experiences, making
how they deal with life and medical
situations very different. That’s why
it’s important to not get caught up in
stereotypes, Evertsen said.
“Not everyone is the same. To
see things from their perspective is
difficult--to remain open and to see
their point of view and their problem
through their eyes,” he said.
Evertsen works to impart this
perspective when he works with new
nurses as a preceptor at UCH, teaching
nurses to look at the big picture of
a patient’s medical issues, focusing on
how they got to this point mentally,
physically and disease-wise. This gives
“insight into the mindset you’re about
to encounter,” he said.
Once he has built a compassionate,
open relationship with his patients,
Evertsen said he is able to show his
patients the value of why they need
to make a change in their life.
“That’s very hard to show people
the value of wanting to make a
change,” he said. “The changes we
ask of people are drastic. We blow it
off as it’s easy to quit smoking or
stop eating whatever, but these are
patterns they’ve had their whole life.”
Change is never easy, but Evertsen

believes that he can educate patients
to see how detrimental their behavior
or actions are to their health, showing
them the value of making difficult
changes.
Evertsen delved into this deeper
level of care after years of working “in
the trenches.” Using all the modern
machines and medicines to extend
lives, he realized he provided the
best care only when he was able to
give of himself. He admits in the
first 10 years of his nursing practice
that he was afraid of death--very few
patients died under his care. In his
Nightingale essay he said he realized
this was one-dimensional thinking--he
was judging success only by keeping
his patients alive.
He underwent an awakening,
which allowed him to see his role
of providing care in a different way:
That he could lengthen a patient’s life
or be of assistance when a patient is
ready to exit this world, as well as
help patients and their families deal
with the stresses of illness and death.
He embraced genuine healing at all
levels, no just the physical.
Just as Evertsen’s nursing career
has been a journey of growth and
self-discovery, so was his path to
nursing.
After earning a bachelor’s degree
in biology and environmental science
from the University of Northern
Illinois in 1976, Evertsen couldn’t
find a job. His dream was to
work for the Environmental Protection
Agency analyzing the polluters of the
world. The EPA said his educational
experience wasn’t good enough. After
working at a factory job, withdrawing
from pharmacy school and moving
to Colorado, he got a construction
job and was dating a woman who
suggested he would be a good nurse.
The thought had never crossed his
mind, plus Evertsen said, at the time,
there was the stereotype that all male
nurses were gay.
Once he overcame the stereotypes
and took stock of the traits that
would make him a good nurse-thoughtful, considerate, smart, helpful,
science background--a whole new
world opened up.
Evertsen earned his BSN in 1985
from the University of Colorado.
During nursing school, he worked
at UCH as a transporter and upon
graduating, he started working at
UCH. In his 25-year nursing career at
the Denver hospital, he’s worked in
the medical ICU, surgical ICU,
interventional radiology, as well
as a charge nurse, before moving into
the cardiac ICU.
An experience early in Evertsen’s
career drew him to intensive care
nursing. In 1987, an airplane crashed
after takeoff from Stapleton Airport,
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killing 28 people and injuring dozens
of passengers. Evertsen cared for a
patient from the crash, which he said,”
really impressed upon me all the
interventions we can do in medicine
to help people.”
“After that I just loved it,” he said
of intensive care nursing.
“To me it’s very demanding.
It’s cognitive, it’s emotional, it’s
communication and it’s spiritual. It’s
everything wrapped up in one. For
me there are not many employment
situations where you actually use that
many facets of being human at the
same time.”
Evertsen believes it takes a deep
internal desire to provide more than
just clinical physical care to be an
exceptional nurse, and that’s something
you either have or you don’t.
“There has to be a desire to
delve into the patient’s and family’s
situation, both the emotional and
spiritual side of their dilemma. That
desire to go beyond the requirements
of the position is, I believe, what
makes exemplary nurses,” he said.
Being
nominated
for
the
Nightingale
Award
was
very
heartwarming, Evertsen said, especially
because his peers recognized the value
of his work. But he admits he was
reluctant to write the essay touting his
contributions to nursing because that’s
something nurses just don’t do. Plus
he believes such back-patting detaches
him from the important work he
does.
After some soul-searching and
deciding how vulnerable he would
allow himself to be, Evertsen found
that writing the essay allowed him
to reflect on the good things he’s
been able to accomplish throughout
his nursing career. Through humbled
and honored by receiving the award,
Evertsen prefers to measure success by
how he can affect individual patients,
which is the ultimate reward.
“Once you make a positive impact,
and you have a few of those
experiences, to feel that you can
do that for someone, it’s extremely
rewarding at a very deep level,” he
said. “That’s what keeps me wanting
to remain open and vulnerable to
people.”
When patients know that Evertsen
is genuinely concerned and present
physically and emotionally to do what’s
best, they become more receptive to
express themselves at a deeper level,
he said. And when people are willing
to do that, it’s amazing the rapport
that can develop.
“Everything feels good at a very
deep level for everyone involved,” he
said. “It’s rewarding and it’s a very
deep emotional connection that feels
so good that it’s something you keep
striving to be.”
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1 2 3 CERTIFIED MEDICAL
ASSISTANT

We Are Seeking a
Certified Medical
Assistant
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AIDE

Hiring
CNA for
private pay Registered
vent patient.
Nurse/

Medical
Assistant/
Certified
nursing
Licensed
assistants,
Practical
experienced,
Nurse
Columbine Manor hiring
needed for
RN/LPN Good
busy Family
Assessment,
Documbentation &
Practice.
Leadership Skills

for our primary care office
located in Canon City.
Live-in preferably.
Primary responsibilities
719-547-1123 after
will include assisting a
provider with back-office
5pm weekdays,
anytime weekends.
duties, completing followup documentation, and
delivering exceptional
customer service on a
daily basis. This position
also will need two years
of supervisory
experience. We are
looking for someone who
Needed. Life Insurance,
will be a team player and
Paid/Time-off, Health,
respectful to patients and
Dental, Disability
their co-workers.
Insurance. 401K/
Please fax resume to :
available. Apply
719-204-0230
Valley Manor Care Center
provides long-term skilled Columbine Manor 530 W.
16th, Salida or call
nursing care, memory
1 2 4 CERTIFIED NURSES care, in-patient and outTammy 719-539-6112
AIDE
patient rehabilitation
services and is currently
looking for CNA’s to join
the organization.
Teamwork, reliability and
the desire to provide
Vi, a luxury retirement
quality care is essential.
community in Highlands
Submit resumes or
Ranch, seeks
applications to:
experienced CNAs. FT,
PT, PRN, day, night, and Valley Manor Care Center
1401 S. Cascade,
weekend shifts available.
Experience helpful.
Montrose, CO 81401
$11.57/hour. Please
Fax resume to:
submit resume and cover or Fax to 970-249-6880
(970) 330-0111
letter to HRDenver
@viliving.com, or visit our
website at
www.ViLiving.com

Certified
Nursing
Assistants
2pm – 10pm.
10pm – 6am.
PRN (On-Call)

Nursing
position
available.
Part-Time
Nurse
must
Medical
be licensed.
Assistant
Registered
needed for
Nurse,
growing office.
Licensed
Practical
Nurse or
Medical
Medical
Assistant

Licensed
CNAs needed!

Hiring
immediately
Full time CNA for
Full-Time/ Assistant
afternoon shift
2pm-10:30pm.
Part-time Positions
11 paid days off first year
in Craig. Must provide
– Health/Life insurance –
Certified care
consistently high quality
401K retirement plan.
Join a strong, committed
to patients, evaluate
team, working with a
the needs, respond to
nursing inquiries
specialized population in
and perform a
a unique, upbeat
medical triage function.
assistants Must
environment. Apply at
be able to multi-task
Valley View Health Care
Center 2120 N. 10th St.
Canon City EOE

Certified nursing
assistants are
you looking for
a healthy place
to work, where
the people have
fun and the
perks are
cutting edge?
One of the finest,
forward-thinking, skilled
nursing homes in
Colorado is seeking
C.N.A.s for both day and
night shifts. Join our
supportive nursing team
where your skills can
grow and where you will
always be appreciated.
Please visit
www.brooksideinnsnf.com
or come by 1297 S. Perry
St., Castle Rock, CO
80104 for a tour and/or
to pick up an application.
Call 303-688-2500 and
ask for Cynthia, or fax a
resume to 303-688-2600.
Email humanresources@
brooksideinnsnf.com

Send resume to:
Total Life Care,
4005 Jerry Murphy Rd.,
Pueblo, CO 81001

for the Montrose, Delta
in a busy clinic setting,
area, contact HR
maintain a professional
at 1-877-685-6833
demeanor
and customer
or visit our website at
service orientation to
www.pascosw.com.
clients, peers, and
Flexible hours& excellent
providers. Requires some
benefits available.
travel, excellent computer
and communication skills.
Apply in person to the
1 4 0 GENERAL NURSING
VNA, 940 Central Park
Drive, Suite 101,
Steamboat Springs or
745 Russell Street, Craig.
Please direct inquiries
and letters of intent to
sanderso@nwcovna.org
EOE

Licensed
Practical
Nurse/
Registered
Nurse
WANTED. NEW
GRADS
welcome. Fulltime position,
night shift.
Must be Colorado
licensed. Benefit
package, competitive
wages, EOE.
Apply in person at
Pine Ridge Extended
Care, 119 Bastille Drive,
Pagosa Springs, CO.
(970) 731-4330.

Looking for a
mature person,
flexible hours,
to care
for memory
impaired ladies

Fast-paced family
medicine office, attractive
benefit package,
vacation and competitive
pay! Fax resume to
970-870-3499.

Looking for PRN
PRN Primrose Retirement
Community of Pueblo is
looking for PRN. Duties
will include charting,
medication administration,
providing assistance to
residents with their
activities of daily living
and assisting in serving
meals to residents.
Candidates must
demonstrate the ability to
be a caring role model,
excellent communicator,
be self motivated, have a
positive attitude and
willingness to work with all
departments. Apply
today! Please email
resumes to:
pueblo@primrose
retirement.com or apply
online at: http://
www.primroseretirement.com

Full Time
Medical
Assistant
Needed

Safe Haven Manor of
Salida is looking for a
mature person, flexible
hours, to care for memory
impaired ladies. Must be
in Greeley, CO. Contact
caring, loving and have
good references. Wages Randy Mack @ 704-5296161, randy.mack@
DOE. Call 719-539-6328
healthstatinc.com
or 719-221-4464
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Hiring
Licensed Practical Looking for a Physical Therapy
Occupational
Registered
Nurse - If you
Registered
Nurse/Licensed enjoy variety and Nurse to work Therapy Speech
Therapy needed
Practical Nurse
making a
full-time days
Columbine Manor hiring
difference come Pioneers Medical Center for home visits.

RN/LPN. Good
join one of the
Assessment,
Documentation &
busiest homecare
Leadership Skills
agencies in town.
Needed. Life Insurance,
One part-time position
Paid/Time-off, Health,
with the potential for fullDental, Disability
time avail. Min. of 2 yrs
Insurance. 401K/
exp. in med-surg or
available. Apply
homecare & computer
Columbine Manor 530 W.
literate. Must be available
16th, Salida or call
some evenings &
Tammy 719-539-6112
weekends. Mail or fax
resume w/detailed work
history to
1 6 1 LICENSED
543-2704, attn: Human
PRACTICAL NURSE Resources
or application
may be picked up M-F,
8p-4:30p. No phone calls.

Licensed
Practical Nurse
part time nights Night Licensed
this is an exciting

opportunity for
professional growth within
our interdisciplinary team
members. Please visit
www.brooksideinnsnf.com
to learn more or come
by for a tour to
1297 S. Perry St., Castle
Rock, CO 80104.
Call 303-688-2500,
fax 303-688-2600 or
email humanresources@
brooksideinnsnf.com.

Licensed
Practical Nurse
Part Time
AND PRN.
Valley Manor Care Center
provides long-term skilled
nursing care, memory
care, in-patient and
outpatient rehabilitation
services and is currently
looking for qualified
individuals to join the
organization. Teamwork,
reliability and the desire
to provide quality care is
essential. Submit
resumes or applications
to Valley Manor Care
Center. 1401 S. Cascade,
Montrose, CO 81401 or
Fax to 970-249-6880

Human Touch Home
in Meeker is looking for a
Health Care Physical
Registered Nurse to work Therapy Occupational
full-time days in our Acute
Therapy Speech
Care and Emergency
Therapy needed for
Departments. Competitive home visits. Competitive
pay, great benefits!
pay. Flexible schedule.
Contact Twyla Jensen
Call 544-0282
(970) 878-9264 tjensen@pioneershospital.org

Full-time (with
Registered Nurse benefits) COOK
Charge Nurse
and one PRN
Part-time
(hours on an as
Weekend
needed basis)
Doubles
COOK
6am- 10pm
HRRMC is looking for

Competitive Wages 401K
one Full-time (with
Available Associate
benefits) COOK and
Recognition and Rewards one PRN (hours on an
Practical Nurses Excellent Salary and
as needed basis)
Primrose Retirement
Benefits Submit
COOK. Experience
Community of Pueblo is
application to: Chrissy
preferred
but will train
looking for Night LPNs to
Life Care Center of
work in our brand new 40 Pueblo 2118 Chatalet Ln. dependable and willing
workers.
Applications
unit assisted living
Pueblo, CO 81005 EEOC
are at the front desk of
community. Candidates
Heart of the Rockies
must demonstrate the
ability to be a caring role
Regional Medical
model, excellent
Center, 1000 Rush
communicator, be self
Drive, Salida, CO. Email
motivated, have a
barbaraa@hrrmc.net
positive attitude &
FAX 719-530-2232 or
willingness to work with all
apply on-line
departments. Please
Boulder Medical Center in www.hrrmc.com EEO.
email resumes to:
Boulder, CO currently has
pueblo@
primroseretirement.com or a part-time opening in our
Pediatric Department for
apply online at http://
www.primroseretirement.com a Phone Nurse (RN). This Columbine Manor Care
position is Monday &
Center. Looking for
Wednesday (8 hr shifts)
someone who enjoys
and every other Saturday working with the elderly.
Full-time
AM (4 hr shift). Applicants
Qualifications: team
must have previous
Licensed
player, strong work ethic,
experience. We
efficient, fast learner,
Practical Nurse pediatric
offer a competitive salary
mature, dedicated,
needed for three and a great working
responsible, reliable.
environment. You may
Involves some early
12-hour shifts/ fax
your resume to 303- morning shifts and some
440-3299, e-mail to
week (9am-9pm)
late afternoon shifts and
summer vacation
Looking for fun jobs@bouldermedical
center.com, and
coverage. Cooking
energetic nurse.
apply online at
experience a must. Fast
www.bouldermedical
Pay commensurate with
Food does not qualify.
center.com. For more
exp. Benefit available.
Please fill out an
information regarding
Call Pat McKinney
application, completely, at
Boulder Medical Center.
970-404-0551
the Front Desk.

Phone Nurse
(Registered
Nurse) in
Pediatrics- PT.

PRN Cook
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McKee/Hospice Seminars on
End of Life Issues and Grief
Life’s Final Journey and Creative Therapies
McKee Conference and Wellness Center, 2000 Boise Ave., Loveland
Join us for this two-part series. The first presentation is Life’s Final
Journey: A Traveler’s Guide to Medical Decision-Making and End-of-Life
Issues. The presentation is Tuesday, Oct. 19 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
the McKee Conference and Wellness Center Friend’s Room. This seminar
will feature information and a frank discussion of advance care planning,
the end of life journey, and navigating grief. Presenters Linda Davidson,
manager of Patient and Community Services with McKee Medical Center,
and Nancy Jakobsson, director of Grief and Loss at Pathways Hospice, will
share their experience and be on hand to answer questions.
The second presentation in the series is Creative Therapies: Helping
You Find Your Way through Grief. Presenters include Margaret Hartsook,
art therapist and grief counselor, and Nancy Jakobsson, director of Grief
and Loss, both of Pathways Hospice. The use of creative therapies is a
powerful way to address grief and loss. This presentation will provide an
overview of the creative therapies and how they are useful to those who
are grieving. Participants will have an opportunity to experience a short
creative therapies exercise.
Both presentations are offered free of charge. Space limited to 75. No
goods or services will be solicited in connection with this program. For
reservations or more information please contact Joan McKibben at (970)
635-4001 or joan.mckibben@bannerhealth.com.
For information on McKee Medical Center Foundation Community
Seminars visit www.mckeefoundation.com/ Special Events/Community
Seminars.

Electrophysiologist explores heart
rhythms during upcoming dinner
A cardiologist who specializes in the diagnosis
and treatment of heart rhythm disorders will
provide updates to guests at a Dinner with a
Cardiologist at McKee Medical Center on Nov.
9.
Dr. Arnold Pfahnl is an electrophysiologist
with the CardioVascular Institute of North
Colorado. He sees patients at North Colorado
Medical Center in Greeley as well as McKee
Medical Center in Loveland. Doors open at 5:30
p.m. Dinner begins at 6 p.m. and Dr. Pfahnl’s
presentation begins at 6:30 p.m. The event takes
place at the McKee Conference and Wellness
Center, 2000 Boise Ave. Tickets are $12 per
person. Pre-registration is requested by Nov. 3.
Dr.
Arnold
Pfahnl,
Please call (970) 635-4053.
Dr. Pfahnl graduated from the Rensselaer electrophysiologist with
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y., and received the
CardioVascular
his medical degree and PhD from the University Institute
of
North
of Miami School of Medicine in Miami. Colorado.
He completed a fellowship in clinical cardiac
electrophysiology at the University of Florida/
Shands Hospital in June 2008 and served as a fellow in adult cardiology at
Emory University School of Medicine, Division of Cardiology from July
2003 through June 2007. He also completed internal medicine residency at
University of Florida/Shands Hospital in June 2003.
For more information about the CardioVascular Institute, please visit
www.bannerhealth.com/NCMCCVI

Throwing the Book
By William Warren

OPINION
Vicki L Mayfield, M.Ed., R.N., LMFT
Marriage and Family Therapy
Oklahoma City

I planned to have a surgical procedure to lose weight but my
insurance would only pay half. My work offered a comprehensive
weight loss plan and now I have lost 70 pounds. I worry that I
will gain it all back.
Food addiction is like any addiction - if you don’t create a support system it will be
difficult to “stay sober” by yourself.
As you continue to lose weight you need to interact with other people who are
working to be healthy. Find an exercise partner. Avoid going to the break room with
your “drug of choice” on the table.
Learn how to redefine your relationship with food. What makes you eat when you
are not hungry? Sadness, anger, loneliness, boredom? Knowing your trigger emotions
is a critical factor in keeping weight off and learning how to redirect those emotions.
I have talked with several people who had surgical procedures for weight loss but
did not attend counseling before or immediately after. They exhibited more distress
at this point because they had manipulated the procedure and regained their weight.
Nothing positive had been accomplished.
So maybe it was a blessing that you couldn’t afford surgery. Focus on counseling,
healthy eating, exercise and reach out when tempted to sabotage your progress.
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What do you enyoy about caring for the elderly?
“I’m young. I’m 25 and I’ve
already lost both my parents. I feel
a connection with the elder people.
I like to help them and I feel like I’m
needed. And they love me.”

“I like working with people. I
worked in childe care for eight years
and I’ve been here for three. So
it’s helping people. It’s really great.
I enjoy it and I plan to become a
nurse. I start school in January.”

Rebecca Morris, CNA

Dyanna Tucker, CNA

Each week we visit with health care
professionals throughout the Metro

EXEMPLA
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Exempla Healthcare:
L i s a
Kettering, MD
has accepted an
expanded role
for
Exempla
Healthcare as
Senior
Vice
President and
Chief Medical
Officer.
Dr.
Kettering
currently serves
as the Vice Lisa Kettering, MD,
President
of Senior Vice President
Medical Affairs/ and Chief Medical
Chief Medical Officer.
Officer
for
Exempla Saint Joseph Hospital in
Denver.
 Beth Forsyth, Vice President
of Clinical and Support at Exempla
Good Samaritan Medical Center, is
the new lead on developing Exempla’s
cardiovascular service line.

Exempla Saint Joseph Hospital
in Denver:

M a r y
Shepler,
RN,
BSN, MA has
been named Vice
President
and
Chief Nursing
Officer
for
Exempla Saint
Joseph Hospital.
She had been
serving as the
Interim VP and
Beth Forsyth, Vice
Chief Nursing President of Clinical
Officer.
and Support and new
A l w i n lead on developing
Steinmann, MD E x e m p l a ’ s
has
been c a r d i o v a s c u l a r
a p p o i n t e d service line.
Exempla Saint
Joseph Hospital’s new Chief of
Academic Medicine for the Graduate
Medical
Education
residency
programs.
 Nicci Cosolo, RN, BSN, MA
Ed has been named to serve part-time
as Exempla Saint Joseph Hospital’s
Interim
Director
of
Clinical
Informatics. She currently serves full-

“I became a CNA because
when I was younger I used to take
care of my grandma. She said she
would like for me to become a CNA
because I did real good work.”

“I became a CNA. I was
grooming dogs for many years and
it was very rewarding but I wanted
to do something better with my life.
I found this is the most rewarding
job I’ve ever had.”

Carla Milton, CNA

Kim Dutcher, CNA

time as Exempla
Good Samaritan
Medical Center’s
Senior Director of
C l i n i c a l
Informatics.
Diana Gray,
MBA is the new
Director
of
Medical
Staff
Development for Alwin Steinmann,
Exempla
Saint MD, Exempla Saint
Hospital’s
Joseph Hospital. Joseph
new
Chief
of
A a r o n Academic Medicine
Williams, CIC is
the new Infection
Prevention Manager at Exempla Saint
Joseph Hospital.

Exempla
(EPN):

Physician

 Matthew Szvetecz,
MD, FACP, CPE will
serve as the Associate
Medical Director for
Primary Care for the
Exempla
Physician
Network.
 Pam Koenig is the
new Director of the EPN
Business Office.
 Debbie Pritchett
has been named as the
Director of Business

Network

Development for EPN.
 Jennifer Cox has been named
Practice Manager II for the EPN
Larkridge practice.
 Jane Gustafson is the new
Practice Manager for the EPN
Firestone Family and Occupational
Medicine Practice.
 Brian Shannon, MD, a
fellowship-trained sports medicine
orthopedic surgeon, has joined
Exempla Colorado Joint and Sport
Specialists, a new orthopedic and sports
medicine practice on the Exempla
Lutheran Medical Center campus in
Wheat Ridge.
Judy Rickert is the new Practice
Manager for the Exempla Colorado
Joint & Sport Specialists practice.
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BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK!
We’ll post job notices, news & discussion topics.
Go to www.Facebook.com &
search for “Denver’s Nursing Star”.

